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INTERNATIONAL ISLAMIC UNIVERSITY CHITTAGONG
Department of Computer Science and Engineering

B.Sc. in Computer Science & Engineering
Final Examination (Autumn ,018) -

CSE-4733 (Computer Simulation and Modeling)
Time: 2.5Hrs Full marks: 50

[GROUP A: Answer any 2 (two) of the following questions'l
Consider the following random variable. Number ofheads in tossing three coins. Find out:

i. The probability mass function (pmf)
ii. The Mean or expected value

.iii. The variance
iv. Coefficient of variation
v. Covariance (where X is number ofheads and Y is number oftails)

Write down the probability mass function (pmf) for the following distributions:
i. Uniform
ii. Bemoulli Trial
iii. Binomial
iv. Geometric
v- Poisson

The number ofcars that enter a parking follows a Poisson distribution with a rate equal to 1": 10 cars/hour.

i. Find out the probability of having exactly 15 cars entering the parking lot in one hour.

ii. Find out the probability ofhaving more than 5 cars entering the parking lot in one hour.

Using n-step transitions probabilities prove the Chapman-Kolmogorov equations.
Bob, Alice and Carol are playing Frisbee. Bob always throws to Alice and Alice always throws to Carol.
Carol throws to Bob 2/3 of the time and to Alice 1/3 ofthe time. In the long run what percentage ofthe time
do each ofthe players has the Frisbee?

[GBQUP B: Answer any 3 (three) of the following questionsl
If X(t) is a Markov chain then the joint pmf of X(t) at arbitrary time instants is given by the product ofthe
pmf ofthe initial time instant and the probabilities for the subsequent state transitions. Explain the statement
with necessary equations.
Explain Chapman-Kolmogorov equations.

The transition probability matrix of a two state Ma-rkov chain is given below:

1 o .. ID: I' _ B r-pl'
i. Let n:1,5 and B=rE, fiird P(n) for r: : 2, 4 ii.Find the steady state pmf for above chaih.

Define server utilization ofa sri,:rle-server system with proper equation.
A router receives packets from a group of users and transmits them over a single transmission line. Suppose

that packets arrive according to a poison proc€ss at a rate of one packet every 4ms, and suppose that packet

transmission times are exponentially distributed with mean 3ms. Find out:
i. Server utilization
ii. The mean number of packets in the system
iii. Mean time
iv. Original arrival rate and corresponding anival rate

A very popular barbershop is always fult. The shop has two barbers and three chairs for waiting, and as soon

as a customer completes his service and leaves the shop, another enters the shop. Assume the mean service

time is m Use Little's formula to relate the arrival rate and the mean tirne spent in the shop.

Describe M,/l\4./ I queuing system. 
END
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